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In trying to curl> the rise of violence among youth. schools have turned to a number of
measures, including metal detectors. security personnel and peer mediation programs. One
approach tried in New York City bas been to teach students conflict negotiation skills. The
thinking behind lb.is initiative was I.hat many students simply don't have the skills to end a
conflict except by fighting it ouL If they can learn to talk it out instead, violent incidents
would decrease.
In the spring of 1992. along with teachers from other high schools, I was given a week of
training in conflict negotiation. After the training, I developed a unit on conflicts and how to
peacefully resolve them. R elieved of teaching on class, I visited each ninth grade social
studies class three times a semester, reaching 600 students.
The topic for the first session was "How do we experience conflicts?" I would begin the
class by asking for 12 volunteers, which I divided into two groups. Speaking to each group in
private. I would point to a stripe on the floor I.hat I had made with masking tape. I would tell
them that this is your side of the line. Your job when I say, "go" is to get the students on the
other side of the line over to your side any way you could lb.ink of. The two groups then lined
up facing each other. Without fail. the students would be pulling at and wrestling with each
other within J 5 seconds of the word ..go... After a minute of lb.is mayhem, I would calJ "time"
and have them return to their scats. I would ask of the students who had observed the exercise
\\.hat they had seen. Responses would be. ''pulling and shoving'', "a fight"," a brawl". I
would then ask students from each group what my directions to them were. After the students
learned that they were identical for each group. I asked participants why they picked yanking
and pulling as the means to achieve their goal? Were there any other ways they could achieve
at'? After getting responses like bribery and trickery. I would ask if they could think of a way
m which everyone could achieve their goal. Eventually a student would figure out that if the
opposmg groups had switched places at the same time, everyone would be a winner. I would
ask two volunteers to try that approach. A discuss.ion of what would need to happen for this
to take place in real life would ensue. As well, J involved students in other exercises to
explore how a win/lose situation invariably descends into lose/lose and why a win/win solution is the only viable one.
The second day·s topic was "What are the possible solutions to a conflict?" As students
"'ere entering the room and finding their scats. I would secretly enlist two students and pointing to a pencil I had placed on the floor. ask them to begin fighting over it as soon as I had
begun the clas . After the class had witnessed the fight over the pencil J would ask the
students to brainstonn possible solutions to the conflict, and I would list their responses
00
the blackboard. Likely responses would be "share it'", "break it in half', "Jessica keeps it",
"'throw it away"·. We would then go through the list and identify each solution as win/win,
win/lose or lose/lose. The point to the exercise was that for any conflict, there are many
possible solutions and some arc better than others. For the remainder of the session. I would
use other exercises that reinforced this idea.
The third day was devoted to .. How can we negotiate a conflict?" In this session I
introduced some slills by wtucb they might tum a conflict into win/win. A key concept in
resolving a conflict is knowing the diff~ce between someone·s need and their position. To
illustrate this concept I \\.Ould hold out an orange and tell the class that two students, Annie
and Johnn)' both want the orange. Wh3l should 1 do'? When I received the response that I
should cul it in half so that two students could share iL I would do so. I would then say that
Annie ~ Jo~y are still not happy. Perhaps we should ask them what they want the orange
for. Anrue. as it turns out. was hungry and wanted lO cat the fruit. whereas Johnny wanted to
make orange flavored cookiel> and wanted its peel. While both their positions were "I want
the orange... their needs were quite different. I "'-OUld have students role-play a conflict
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betwee~ ~parent and a chiJd or two students caught up in a he said/she said situation. When
the part.1c1pants were arguing from their positions and not addressing the underlying needs I
would ~z~ the actors and have the rest of the class offer suggestions. Once the srudentactors identified each other's needs and attended to them, the conflicts were successfully

resolved
. _Three 40-minute lessons a semester were hardly inclusive, but I believe I was able to
mstdl some basic concepts. At the very least, students were introduced to the idea that :t
conflict does not have to lead to violence and were given some alternative methods to settle
them. My experience has shown me that violence among youth will decrease if students are
realistically taught about how conflicts originate. escalate and how they can be settled. In
extending this knowledge to the entire school community. students, parents and staff, the
school environment becomes a happier and safer place.
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I have taken the image of an ocean wave to metaphorically show bow I sec my teaehcr
behavior continuum working for me. the role of my emotions as being effective at discipline.
and the external forces that influence a student's success or failure within the discipline. and
the external forces that influence a student's success or failure within the educational environment of the school.
The sequence of events that contribute to fonning ocean waves are: the building of the
wave and the forces that contribute to the amplification of the swell, the increased tension of
the water and wind versus the force of gravity, the breaking point and immediate release of
power, nature's calmness after the wave has dissipated. I believe that the smuegies th3t I~
in my discipline model show a similar relationship.
I have found that there is a spiritual quality or a mystical identity in the symbolimi.. In
my own interpersonal dealings with students and adults. I have always experienced emotionally the ebb and flow of the wave that has now been tranSlated into my Teacher Bch.:l' ior
Continuum. There ex.isLs a symbolic parallelism in external fo~ impacting the direction.
size and power of an ocean wave.
External factors such as wind direction and velocity, moon and tidal forces. sea floor
topography. and shoreline landscape features, sh.:lre m shaping the wave and influcOCUlg the
uniqueness of each wave. Likewise. each student brings to the school beh3.. ior traib that
directly affect their personal successes. thereby shaping the outcomes I will most W..ely experience when implementing and strategically maneu,1ering within JU) TBC. ll J I.hon)" my
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